SAFELY OPERATING YOUR

Ulisse/Ulisse Sofa/
Ulisse Dining
OPENING YOUR ULISSE/ULISSE SOFA/ULISSE DINING

Congratulations on your Ulisse Wall Bed! We’ll bet you didn’t even know how smart you were. Of course, you are now the envy of all of
your friends and neighbors, so get used to being admired. Your Ulisse Wall Bed system is designed to provide a lifetime of comfort and
function, so follow these instructions and you’ll get along famously.

1

Ulisse Sofa: Remove back cushions from sofa and
store.Ulisse Dining: Remove articles from table
surface that are more than 1” high

2

Release Latches are located on both sides in
the space between the outer structure and the
front panel. Reach in with your index finger and
release either one of the latches, pulling forward
slightly on the release latch. For your safety, the
bed frame will automatically stop after opening a
few inches.

3

Grasp one of the legs or the edge of the steel
frame of the bed to pull down.

Latch

Make sure to support the bed frame for
the entire descent until both bed legs are firmly
resting on the floor.

4

Release the two mattress straps by squeezing
the center of the clasp. Tuck the straps under the
mattress

5

See you in the morning!

Just one more thing – you can stand on principle,
but never stand on the sofa or the table!
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CLOSING YOUR ULISSE/ULISSE SOFA/ULISSE DINING

SAFELY OPERATING YOUR ULISSE/ULISSE SOFA/ULISSE DINING

1

Remove bed pillows and tuck bedding in on all
sides around and under the mattress
Latch both mattress straps over the bedding.

2

Stand toward one of the sides of the bed and
grasp the underside of the steel bed frame to
lift.
Ulisse Sofa: Do not grasp or attempt to lift the
sofa! Lift only the bed frame!
Ulisse Dining: Do not grasp or attempt to lift
the table! Lift only the bed frame!
Continue to lift bed frame as you walk forward
toward wall. The sofa or table will rise as
the bed frame closes. Push bed frame into
structure until you hear the latches “click.”
Note: Your Uliise Wall Bed is designed so that
most bedding can remain on the bed when
closed. If you experience any difficulty closing
the bed, your bedding might be too thick.

3

Have a great day!
Just one more thing – you can stand
on principle, but never stand on the
sofa or the table!

Ulisse is one of over 60 bed systems designed
and made in Italy by Clei, the global leader
in transforming furniture design and
manufacturing for more than 50 years.
We know you’ll be very happy together - Ciao!
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